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£40
- Water
- Pomegranate Seeds
GOD SHOWED ME AN ANCIENT BIBLICAL SECRET
HIDDEN IN THE POMEGRANATE THAT SPECIFICALLY APPLIES TO YOU...
YOUR TIME OF BLESSING HAS COME!

Dear Mark,

I AM SO EXCITED TO WRITE YOU TODAY! God gave me a POWERFUL and UNIQUE
PROPHETIC WORD just for you. Mark, this letter will change your life. I
mean it!

YOU HAVE GOD’S ATTENTION. He has seen you. He has been moved by
your faithfulness in the face of your struggle and disappointment and He
is declaring a NEW YEAR OF BLESSING in your life! Please read on...

Mark, God speaks to me regularly. I am accustomed to hearing the
voice of God. He gives me dreams, visions, and prophetic insight into the
lives of my friends and partners so I can help them in their journey of
faith. But every now and then - God speaks to me in an unusual way. He pulls back
the CURTAIN OF UNDERSTANDING and reveals HIS KINGDOM SECRETS.

YOU ARE NOW AT A DECISIVE POINT IN YOUR LIFE...

When this happens it means that something ABSOLUTELY AMAZING is
about to take place. Mark, this means that the Lord is about to suspend the laws
of nature and normal living to release His SUPERNATURAL MIRACLE POWER IN YOUR LIFE
AND IN THE LIVES OF YOUR LOVED ONES!

Just this morning, I was in the Spirit praying for you and I had a
vision from the Lord. He handed me a POMEGRANATE and said THIS IS THE SYMBOL
OF MY DIVINE OPPORTUNITY FOR MARK. Then, He instructed me to give you this
PROPHECY:

"I say unto you, I HEAR YOU. I SEE YOU, MARK, AND I KNOW YOU BY NAME. I
will set you free from the circumstances that torment you. Your TIME OF
BLESSING has come. This is a season I ordained before the foundation of the
world for your ABUNDANT BLESSING and DIVINE PROSPERITY. Do not doubt.
Do not look to the left or to the right. Do not fear obstacles that are before you.
Do not listen to counsel that may discourage you from walking in DIVINE
OBEEDIENCE and MIRACLE FAITH. Trust Me now. Obey Me now. And the
SUPERNATURAL BLESSING I shall send to you and your loved ones will be as
NUMEROUS AS THE SEEDS OF THE POMEGRANATE. FROM THIS DAY ON I
WILL BLESS YOU!"

IN ALL MY YEARS OF PROPHETIC MINISTRY
GOD HAS NEVER SHOWED ME ANYTHING LIKE THIS BEFORE!

Mark, have you ever cut open a POMEGRANATE? It is a funny sort of
fruit. Rather than eating the flesh and throwing away the seeds
(like with an apple or orange), with a pomegranate you eat the seeds and throw
away the flesh! The fresh seeds are sweet
and can be used for eating, cooking,
making juice, or planting.

THE POMEGRANATE IS A SYMBOL OF THE
DIVINE BLESSING AND ABUNDANT PROSPERITY
THAT GOD IS ABOUT TO RELEASE INTO YOUR
LIFE. With its many seeds, the
Pomegranate has represented
FRUITFULNESS and PROSPERITY since
colorful times.

Mark Smith
United Kingdom

OVER
EACH POMEGRANATE IS FILLED WITH HUNDREDS OF SEEDS.

Jewish tradition says there are 613 seeds in a pomegranate - the same as the number of Divine Instructions in the Old Testament.

However, in truth, the number of seeds in each pomegranate actually varies based on the seed that was sown and the way the plant was nurtured and cared for. However, there are always too many to count!

Did you know King David modeled his crown from the “crown” of the pomegranate as a symbol of DIVINE POWER? You are about to experience GOD’S DIVINE POWER for yourself! INVISIBLE FORCES WILL NOW BE ABLE TO BRING YOU ALL THE BLESSINGS THAT YOU NEED TO LIVE IN BLESSING AND PROSPERITY ARE ABOUT TO BE YOURS!

Mark, there will be so many SUPERNATURAL MIRACLES they are too numerous to count! The Bible tells us in I Corinthians 2:9-10:

No eye has seen, no ear has heard, and no mind has imagined what God has prepared for those who love Him. But God has revealed these things to us by His Spirit. ALL THIS WILL BEGIN FOR YOU IN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS...

In Jewish tradition, it is customary to eat pomegranate during Rosh Hashana (Jewish New Year) as a symbol of a NEW YEAR filled with BLESSING and PROSPERITY.

Mark, I know this year has not been all that you had hoped for. You have faced disappointment. The enemy has come against you to steal, kill and destroy everything God has promised.

But Mark, THIS POMEGRANATE BLESSING is about to change your life! God is about to unleash DIVINE PROSPERITY in your life.

God has revealed by His Spirit and Prophetic Word that THIS IS YOUR "SET TIME" for a SUPERNATURAL HARVEST OF MIRACLE MONEY AND DIVINE PROSPERITY! (Psalm 102:19)… THE POMEGRANATE BLESSING!

You know Mark, in God’s calendar there is a time for everything. The Bible tells us that He has established seedtime and harvest - day and night - winter and summer. Only God in His wisdom understands DIVINE TIMING. But we know that His timing is always perfect!

YOUR LIFE WILL CHANGE IN AN ASTONISHING WAY…

Mark, although it is not January… this is the SET TIME for your HAPPY NEW YEAR! Once your set time has been declared, it doesn’t matter what happened in the past - it doesn’t matter what you are facing in the present. When God declares YOUR SET TIME FOR A NEW YEAR OF BLESSING AND PROSPERITY, there is nothing that can stand in His way. The Bible tells us in Hagai 2:19 -

Until now, the vine and the fig tree, the pomegranate and the olive tree have not borne fruit - BUT FROM THIS DAY ON I WILL BLESS YOU!

Mark. God has seen your faithfulness; He has heard the cries of your heart; He has witnessed your silent suffering. He has seen you work so hard without the recognition you deserve; He has seen your financial struggle; He has wept over the anguish of loss you have experienced.

Mark, God wants you to know that YOUR SET TIME HAS COME… HE IS RESETTING THE CALENDAR FOR YOU - THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF A NEW YEAR OF BLESSING AND PROSPERITY! God is sending miracles into your life that will be as NUMEROUS AS THE SEEDS OF THE POMEGRANATE!

( FROM THIS DAY ON HE WILL BLESS YOU!)
NEVER AGAIN will you have to worry about having enough money to pay the bills. NEVER AGAIN will you have to make do with less than is your portion. MIRACLE MONEY and DIVINE PROSPERITY are on their way to you - starting in exactly 40 days...

YOUR LIFE WILL TURN IN A COMPLETELY NEW DIRECTION

All you need to do to receive this amazing "POMEGRANATE BLESSING" is OBEY GOD and STEP OUT IN FAITH. It is simple - but it may not be easy. You must be willing to do what it takes.

Mark, your blessings shall be as bountiful as the seeds of a pomegranate. They shall be abundant and sweet. I see that a decision you've been waiting for is going to tip in your favor. Your loved ones will also be blessed by this favor. The DIVINE BLESSING of God will be on EVERYTHING YOU TOUCH!


YOU HAVE DONE NOTHING WRONG.
IN FACT, YOU HAVE DONE SOMETHING RIGHT!

Satan is angry. The enemy wants to drag you into a parched desert where living is hard, every day is a struggle, and dreams never become reality...

BUT GOD IS SAYING NO!
FROM THIS DAY ON I WILL BLESS YOU!

You will enter a sweet season of true prosperity. MONEY will flow like honey - WISDOM will fall like rain - STRENGTH and HEALING will be your portion - JOY and PROSPERITY will surround you. New people who will bless your loved ones will come into their lives. New ideas will come to you.

THE SIZE OF YOUR MIRACLE BLESSING IS UP TO YOU.
God will respond to your FAITH and OBEDIENCE.

Just as the number of seeds in a POMEGRANATE can vary - the size of your POMEGRANATE BLESSING can vary. I want to make sure you receive the MAXIMUM BENEFIT from your POMEGRANATE BLESSING.

Mark, I will be your devoted and fearless spiritual defender. I will fervently pray and seek God until you have everything you need and more: But YOU must SOW A SEED that produces DIVINE FAVOR and ABUNDANT BLESSING.

MONEY IS THE SEED WE SOW. This is God's way of giving us control over our future. God has promised when we SOW SEED there will be a HARVEST. THE MORE WE SOW - THE GREATER OUR FAITH - THE MORE WE HARVEST.

According to your faith be it unto you (Matthew 9:29).

MIRACLE BLESSINGS AND SUPERNATURAL PROSPERITY ARE ABOUT TO EXPLODE IN YOUR LIFE!

There is a SEALED ENVELOPE enclosed with this letter. In that envelope you will find: (1) a packet containing FIVE ANOINTED POMEGRANATE SEEDS, (2) a packet of anointing oil, (3) a POMEGRANATE BLESSING PRAYER POWER FORM, and (4) the very important DIVINE FAITH INSTRUCTIONS given to me by the Lord.

PLEASE DO NOT OPEN THIS SEALED ENVELOPE UNTIL YOU FINISH READING THIS LETTER.
These five anointed pomegranate seeds are part of God's ancient biblical secret that will unleash your faith and release the abundant prosperity of the pomegranate blessing. These pomegranate seeds are covered in holy spirit power and authority. Please handle them carefully.

Mark, I am so excited for you. Today is a turning point in your life. Find today's date on the calendar and count 40 days - then circle that day! I am able to see an "emotional" expectation in your thoughts right now.

(At the end of 40 days, you will begin to experience God's blessing and prosperity.)

These next few weeks will be of particular importance for your loved ones. A new surge of supernatural power is going to propel them into the place where God wants to take them.

That's right, mark, miracle money will begin to flow into your life after 40 days. Slowly at first... But then God's blessing will gain momentum with each passing day. Remember God's promise:

FROM THIS DAY ON I WILL BLESS YOU!

"PROFOUND CHANGES ARE COMING!"

Mark, you must prepare yourself for a miracle blessing of this magnitude. You must be ready for the harvest. You must add a faith seed of £20 to the other five seeds, according to the faith instructions in the sealed envelope.

It is important that you follow these instructions exactly as I have given them to you.

Here are the four steps you must take to prepare for this supernatural pomegranate blessing:

1. OPEN THE SEALED ENVELOPE as soon as you finish reading my letter. FOLLOW THE FAITH INSTRUCTIONS INSIDE.

2. USE THE ANOINTED POMEGRANATE SEEDS AND THE ANOINTING OIL ACCORDING TO THE FAITH INSTRUCTIONS to release your faith and prepare the way for your pomegranate blessing.

3. FILL OUT THE POMEGRANATE BLESSING PRAYER POWER FORM COMPLETELY. Leave no blank areas.

4. PLANT YOUR PERSONAL FAITH SEED OF £20 AND RETURN ALL SIX SEEDS (FIVE POMEGRANATE SEEDS + FAITH SEED) TO ME RIGHT AWAY!

Once I receive your seeds, I will place your pomegranate blessing prayer power form on my altar, anoint it with holy oil and speak a prophet's anointing over your life. By joining our faith together we will reset time and release this new year of supernatural blessing and prosperity.

Now, open the sealed envelope and follow the exact steps outlined in the enclosed faith instructions. Then, rush the six seeds (including your faith seed of £20) back to me as soon as you can!

I will be watching for your letter. Love and blessings to you...

Your faithful friend and prophet of God.

P.S. The changes about to take place can and will literally transform your entire life in the space of merely a few days! GET READY!
POMEGRANATE BLESSING
FAITH INSTRUCTIONS

MARK, YOUR SET TIME HAS COME...

GOD IS RESETTING THE CALENDAR FOR YOU - THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF A NEW YEAR OF BLESSING AND PROSPERITY! He is sending MIRACLES into your life that will be as numerous as the seeds of the Pomegranate!

When God declares YOUR SET TIME FOR A NEW YEAR OF BLESSING AND PROSPERITY, NOTHING CAN STAND IN HIS WAY! From this day on He will bless you! (Haggai 2:19) YOU PROBABLY STILL DON'T REALIZE THE EXACT IMPACT THIS IS GOING TO HAVE ON YOUR LIFE!

In this envelope you will find TWO PACKETS and the POMEGRANATE BLESSING PRAYER POWER FORM. One packet contains Anointed Pomegranate Seeds and the other packet contains Anointing Oil from the Holy Land.

These seeds are charged with a POWERFUL HOLY GHOST ANOINTING that was released upon them as I knelt before my prayer altar in the awesome Presence of God. PLEASE REMEMBER, these are no ordinary seeds. Handle them carefully - with reverence and prayer. They are infused with DIVINE POWER BY THE HOLY SPIRIT OF GOD. SOMETHING EXCEPTIONAL WILL SOON HAPPEN FOR YOU!

GOD INSTRUCTED ME TO SEND THESE ITEMS TO YOU WITH SPECIFIC FAITH INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE THRONE ROOM OF HEAVEN.

Please follow the instructions below EXACTLY as I describe them:

✓ 1. Wash a small plate or saucer with pure water - no soap. Dry the plate with a clean towel.

✓ 2. Carefully open the plastic bag containing the FIVE ANOINTED POMEGRANATE SEEDS. (You will need to use this plastic bag again later) and place the SEEDS like a little altar in the center of the plate.

✓ 3. Pour the ANOINTING OIL FROM THE HOLY LAND over the altar of seeds and speak these words out loud:

"I anoint these five pomegranate seeds according to the Word of the Lord. I declare that this is my SET TIME FOR BLESSING AND PROSPERITY. I decree that this will be a YEAR OF MIRACLES for me and my loved ones!"

✓ 4. While the seeds are on the plate in front of you, COMPLETE the entire POMEGRANATE BLESSING PRAYER POWER FORM.

✓ 5. Prepare a FAITH SEED in the amount of £20 - that is 50 pence for each day you are to watch and wait for God to unleash His POMEGRANATE BLESSING. After you prepare your FAITH SEED (write your cheque) repeat these words:

"With this faith seed I release GOD'S POMEGRANATE BLESSING and receive God's promise that from this day forward He will bless me!"

✓ 6. Place the seeds covered in oil back into the small plastic bag.

✓ 7. Put a little oil on the end of your finger or thumb and touch it to the POMEGRANATE BLESSING PRAYER POWER FORM in the space provided. Then sign and date the form.

✓ 8. Place the packet of SEEDS and the POMEGRANATE BLESSING PRAYER POWER FORM along with your FAITH SEED inside the REPLY ENVELOPE and put it in your Bible at Haggai 2:19 overnight.

✓ 9. In the morning, send the envelope back to me right away! I will anoint your seed offering and release GOD'S POMEGRANATE BLESSING - a year of UNCOMMON BLESSING AND PROSPERITY for you and your loved ones.

DON'T DELAY - FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS RIGHT AWAY!

YOU HAVE TO DO SOMETHING NOW TO BENEFIT FROM THIS PERIOD OF EXTRAORDINARY OUTBURSTING OF BLESSINGS...
POMEGRANATE BLESSING

PRAYER POWER FORM

MARK, YOUR SET TIME HAS COME... GOD IS RESETTING THE CALENDAR FOR YOU. THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF A NEW YEAR OF BLESSING AND PROSPERITY! The MIRACLES God is sending will be as NUMEROUS AS THE SEEDS OF THE POMEGRANATE. CHECK ALL of the areas below where you would like Jesus to release HIS SUPERNATURAL MIRACLE POWER:

PAY OFF DEBTS (Amount of debt I want God to cancel is: £___________)
INCREASED INCOME BETTER JOB NEW CAREER
NEW HOME NEW FURNITURE NEW CAR
OVERWEIGHT UNDERWEIGHT DIABETES
BLOOD PRESSURE AUTO IMMUNE GREIF
HEART PROBLEMS CANCER ARTHRITIS
DEPRESSION STOP SMOKING STOP DRINKING
FAMILY PROBLEMS BAD RELATIONSHIP COMPANIONSHIP
OTHER

MARK, UNLEASH A NEW YEAR OF BLESSING AND PROSPERITY by preparing your FAITH SEED according to the WORD of the LORD...

MY SEED OF FAITH

(PETER, I am ready for my SET TIME! I am obeying the WORD OF GOD and the VOICE OF THE PROPHET.)

Enclosed is my FAITH SEED in the amount of:

£20 £40 (Double Portion) OTHER: £

Anoint your thumb with a small amount of oil that I sent you and press your thumb in the box below.

MY DECLARATION

I declare that I have followed the FAITH INSTRUCTIONS and proclaim that this is my SET TIME for the NEW YEAR OF BLESSING AND PROSPERITY:

NAME: ______________________ DATE: ______________
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Mark Smith,

DO NOT OPEN UNTIL YOU READ MY LETTER

Prepare for
SUPERNATURAL BLESSING, MIRACULOUS RESTORATION,
and DIVINE PROSPERITY!

ENCLOSED:
- Five Anointed POMEGRANATE SEEDS
- ANOINTING OIL
- POMEGRANATE BLESSING PRAYER POWER FORM
- FAITH INSTRUCTIONS to release your POMEGRANATE BLESSING

It's Your Set Time! Psalms 102:13
(Pomegranate Blessing Seeds Enclosed)